Join us in another ISBNPA webinar

Dear Contact First Name,

ISBNPA is organising an exciting new webinar. The topic will be the Mentoring activities offered to ISBNPA members.

After a successful pilot, ISBNPA welcomes applications to its mentoring scheme to all members. Learn more about the benefits of mentoring for both mentor and mentees, and how you can get involved by attending our...

**Introductory webinar on mentoring**
Wednesday 27th July, 1600 EST
(21:00 London, 22:00 Paris, 28 July 06:00 Melbourne)

Click [HERE](#) to join in.

Helen Brown will be hosting this webinar.

Please follow the link above to register (free but limited to the first 50 registrations)

---

**ISBNPA webinar archive**

Have you visited the ISBNPA webinar archive lately?

You can find video recordings of all our previous webinars there. (Re)Watch the excellent presentations prepared by the ISBNPA Special Interest Groups [HERE](#).

https://www.isbnpa.org/index.php?r=media/index&category=8

---

**Meet your Neighbour: Physical Activity Epidemiology Laboratory at the University of Minnesota**

Meet the wonderful group of people from the Physical Activity Epidemiology Laboratory at the University of Minnesota, led by Zan Gao.
Victoria ISBNPA 2017: Call for workshops and Satellite Meetings

This is a soft reminder about the open call for workshops and satellite meetings for ISBNPA 2017 in Victoria, BC, Canada.

Visit the annual meeting page HERE, a lot more is being added to this page,